1. Did you maintain a permanent place of residency in Missouri?
2. Did you spend more than 30 days in Missouri?

Are you domiciled* in Missouri?

You are a Resident.

Did you maintain a permanent place of residency elsewhere?

1. Did you maintain a permanent place of residency in Missouri?
2. Did you spend more than 183 days in Missouri?

Are you domiciled* in Missouri?

You are a Resident.

NO YES to both

You are a Nonresident (for tax purposes).

NO YES

You are a Resident.

NO to either

You are a Nonresident.

* Domicile (Home of Record) — The place an individual intends to be his/her permanent home; a place that he/she intends to return whenever absent. A domicile, once established, continues until the individual moves to a new location with the true intention of making his/her permanent home there. An individual can only have one domicile at a time.